April 2019

General Managers Report by Steve Lee
Dear Growers,

years, possibly due to the hot,
dry conditions during the early
The 2019 season is well
part of 2019. Early deliveries
underway with nut deliveries
have been characterized with
beginning to ramp up over the smaller nuts and lower Sound
last two weeks. Wet weather
kernel Recovery % (SKR) than
has hampered harvest in some the 2018 crop. There has been
areas of the Northern Rivers,
a gradual improvement in
although the rain has been well quality (higher SKR and lower
received. Despite the wet
levels of unsound kernel) as
weather being a nuisance for
growers progress into their
the current harvest it is
second and third rounds.
replenishing the soil moisture
The industry forecast is 53,500t
and should set orchards up for at 10% which is in line with the
the 2020 season.
2018 crop, hopefully the
The nut drop in the Northern
weather will be kind to us for
rivers and Bundaberg has been the remainder of the harvest.
a bit slower than previous
With the world crop similar to

2018 we will need every nut to
keep product up to our growing
customer base.

2018 profit share
For growers that delivered in
2018 you would have received
the NIS bonus payment of
$0.40/kg in February, that’s 11
years in a row of price
increases and profit sharing
with our growers.
The 2018 crop averaged just
over 35% SKR. Including the
40c bonus and freight subsidy,
MPC’s average price paid to
growers was $5.97/kg.

The MPC 2019 season launch was enjoyed by all who attended.
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2019 Price
The $5.40 price announcement
came as a bit of a surprise to
many growers. The main
influences on the price release
were continued strong demand
in almost all regions, a
weakening Australian dollar
and forecast for a similar world
crop to 2018. Charles
Cormack, MMI’s GM describes
this in more detail in his Market
Report.
Factory expansion
Ensuring that we have
appropriate infrastructure in
place is critical to handling
bigger crop volumes into the
future. In recent years we have
seen how effective our new
drying system has been in
reducing drying costs and
maintaining product quality. To
handle forecast increases in
MPC’s crop we have almost
completed a new building that
contains an additional 450t of
drying bins and some finished
goods storage.

The catering provided by the Summerland House farm for the 2019 season launch.

group, a global market update
from MMI and followed by a
spectacular lunch provided by
the HWNS restaurant.

The Toro challenge was well
supported with some tight
competition at the top of the
leader board, with Trent
Gannon setting the pace this
year. Trent took home a $650
Honda mower prize donated by
Farm Moto and lucky draw
Our rooftop solar was
winner Gary Teunis picked up
commissioned in early March
a Brushcutter just for having a
and has already generated
over 150MW of electricity. The go. Unfortunately the time
system is capable of supplying keepers imposed the maximum
2 minute lap ‘mercy rule’ for
around 30% of the sites
myself and a couple of other
electricity demand and has a
working life of around 20 years, less skilled operators.
with full payback expected
within 2-3 years.

The Toro challenge raised
money that along with a
contribution from MPC resulted
in a $2000 donation to the
Westpac Rescue Helicopter
service who provide a valuable
service to our community.
A special thanks to the HWNS
for hosting us all and assisting
with the cleaning equipment
demonstration. Thanks also to
Peter Costi for bringing down
his tree shaker from QLD to
demonstrate on the day and to
Bill Johnstone for showing off
his tractor mounted shaker that
will be available to hire later
this season.

This is a continuation of our
energy reduction program that
started with the shell fired
boiler, energy efficient drying
rooms and LED light
installation through the factory.
2019 Season Launch
The MPC Season Opening
Day held at the Summerland
House With No Steps was well
supported with approximately
150 attendees who were given
an update on what’s new at
MPC and the MPC/PGM/MMI
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Pictured: (L to R) Matt Eather, Principal FarmMoto, Trent Gannon, winner of
the 2019 Toro Challenge and Steven Lee, MPC General Manager.
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MPC Chairman Chris Ford addressing shareholders at the meeting regarding the purchase of PGM

scale and diversity, greater
operational flexibility and more
Whilst we have increased our
control over our entire processing
delivery capacity, delivery slots
are at a premium this time of year. and marketing activities.
Consignments booked in advance With this acquisition MPC remains
and delivered on time maximizes 100 per cent grower-owned and
the efficient use of our facility and will continue to be operated for
there’s nothing worse than the
the benefit of growers.
receivals system sitting idle
It is ‘business-as-usual’ for both
because a delivery is late.
MPC and PGM, with no change in
the day-to-day interaction with
growers and there has been no
changes in staff as a result of the
MPC Successfully
acquisition.

Delivery Bookings

conditions in both Australia and
South Africa. Very dry conditions
from December to March in all the
major growing regions of Australia
and similar dry conditions in South
Africa plus some late season hail
storms, has led to more modest
recent expectations for the
volume of both crops.

After a soft close to the 2018 NIS
season in China sentiment has
picked up again for the start of the
2019 season and we have
contracted the majority of our
allocation of NIS at prices slightly
Acquires PGM
One of the key goals from this
down on prior season but much
firmer than initially expected.
acquisition
and
other
investments
On the 26 March 2019,
Demand for kernel has been very
we
have
is
to
provide
stable
and
shareholders of the Macadamia
strong and despite still being early
strong
prices
for
Australian
Processing Company approved
growers. This in turn ensures the in the selling season we have
the acquisition of Pacific Gold
already contracted a large
Macadamias Pty Ltd. As of the 30 investment our growers have
percentage of most styles. With
April 2019 MPC has taken full
made and continue to make in
slightly less certainty over crop
control of the Bundaberg based
their farms is secured.
volumes we will need to proceed
processing facility and the world’s
with caution from here to avoid
largest macadamia marketing
over commitment. A gradual
company, Macadamia Marketing
weakening of the AUD over the
Marketing
Report
International.
Charles Cormack, General Manager, past 12 months has meant that
This acquisition consolidates MPC MMI
the strong USD prices being
as the world’s largest macadamia
achieved in international markets
The 2018 season continued
processor and ensures we are
is driving high AUD returns and
strongly through to the very end
well positioned to lead the world
putting upward pressure on
with late NIS deliveries and
industry in a rapidly growing
domestic AUD pricing. Despite
improvements in kernel recovery this demand remains
global nut market.
giving a welcome boost to
encouragingly strong and MMI
Global supply is expected to
available kernel. Total season
now is in the process of finalising
double in the next five years so
sales were in excess of 8500MT
most of its 2019 domestic
we need to ensure that we
of kernel and 3000MT of NIS, a
contracts.
maintain our leading position and record for the business.
relevance in a global industry and
We will be attending the annual
With the 2018 season now behind global nut industry meeting of the
continue to play a major role in
developing new markets. Tapping us and the last few containers of INC where we will continue to
kernel on the way to international develop our customer base. If you
into the rapidly growing supply
base in Bundaberg is a key part of customers the focus for MMI has will be there and would like to
been on early contracting of the
our plan.
meet with us please be sure to
2019 crop. After what seemed like make contact.
The MPC Board believes the
a promising start to the growing
acquisition of PGM enables us to season the last few months have
achieve cost efficiencies through served up less than ideal
THE NUTSHELL
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2019 Season Launch

How much purely reject nut
do I have to remove per
Approximately 150 growers
attended the 2019 season launch 1000kg to reduce reject level
on the 21 March 2019 at the
by 1%?
Summerland House Farm,
To help answer this we’ll do
Alstonville. The following is a
some preliminary calculations
summary of the farm related
component as other aspects have based on 33% KR.
been covered earlier.
• In 1000kg of Nut In Shell
(NIS) 10kg of kernel
What difference does represents a KR of 1%

1kg subsample (and a
duplicate sample) is taken for
lab analysis for every 2t of
consignment weight i.e. an 8t
consignment will have 4
samples. The quality results
are the average of all samples
taken for that consignment.

sorting make?

Throwing out good nut

Mark Whitten, Agricultural Liaison
Officer MPC

•

10kg of kernel represents
30kg of NIS

What are the costs involved
in sorting?

No one is perfect. As we
mentioned before, you will
If you’ve been a macadamia
always miss reject nut and
grower for any period of time,
throw away some saleable nut
Consequently, for 1000kg of
then there’s a good chance
when sorting. It is estimated
NIS (33% TKR) you need to
you’ve spent an hour or two
that sorting efficiency is around
remove 30kg of purely reject
over a sorting table.
80%. However, a key point is
NIS to reduce reject levels by
Traditionally growers have
that of the reject nut removed,
1%.
sorted to remove reject nut in
20% of it is saleable!
order to increase the price per The confusing factor is that as
Labour
kilogram they receive, as
KR declines, you need more
reducing the amount of reject
NIS to reduce the reject by 1% The first obvious cost of sorting
can improve the Saleable
and the reverse is true, as your is labour, and regardless if
Kernel Recovery (SKR). Now
kernel recovery increases you you’re paying someone or not,
there is still a cost. The
while this is true, it’s worth
need to remove less. This is
industry average is 4hrs/tonne
unpacking some key questions shown in Table 1.
spent on post-harvest
and also asking “am I actually If there’s a reject nut in my
operations. Growers using
increasing the value of my
consignment, I know it’ll be
MPC’s system are seeing a
consignment?”.
in my sample!
reduction of over 2hrs/tonne. If
Trust the averages. MPC will
you are paying staff at the rate
take a 1% continuous sample of $30/hr, this is a reduction of
for every consignment i.e.
$60/tonne.
10kg/t. From this, a random
•

30kg of NIS is almost 4000
nuts!

Unsorted

Sorted

1000kg delivered.
330kg Saleable kernel.
33.0% SKR

985kg delivered.
330kg saleable kernel.
33.5% SKR

Reject Kernel
Table 1: Influence of KR on the amount of NIS removal
required to reduce the reject level by 1%.
THE NUTSHELL
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Shell

Saleable Kernel

Figure 1: A representation of an unsorted and sorted
consignment separating reject, shell and kernel.
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Storage
A major reason for reduced
nut quality (both kernel
recovery and shelf-life) is
related to deterioration from
inadequate on-farm storage.
That is why MPC has
designed and implemented a
system that reduces the need
to hold nut on farm for sorting
and allows you to send nut to
the factory ASAP. By
reducing storage time, the
MPC system also reduces
electricity costs of running
machinery and silos.

Good in theory, but
what’s the reality?

No sort
Sort
2nd sort + store

May

June

July

2%
1.4%
0.5%

1.2%
0.7%
4.2%

0.6%
0.9%
2.2%

To demonstrate the
difference between
sorting vs not sorting Table 3: Average Decay (internal discolouration) kernel
recovery percentages by month for each treatment.
on the returns for
macadamia nuts and nut
The differences between
quality we ran a trial on a
commercial macadamia farm. individual rejects for each
treatment are similar except
Within the trial, three
for the average internal
methods were investigated.
discolouration in the ‘2nd sort
These were:
and store’ which is elevated
• de-husk and no sort
by 1.1-1.3% compared to
• de-husk, 1st sort and water other treatments. Research
work undertaken by QDPI in
sort
the Brown Centres (internal
• de-husk, 1st sort, water
More time in the orchard
Discolouration) research
sort, store 2-3 weeks, 2nd
project found that on-farm
Time sorting is time that
sort (including water sort)
storage conditions was the
could be spent addressing
Three
harvest
rounds
were
major contributor to internal
the key drivers of nut quality
chosen to represent the
discolouration. This can be
and volume i.e. harvesting
season and to see if there
due to a range of factors such
frequency, fertilising,
was differences across the
as too much back pressure,
spraying, IOM etc.
season on quality. These
uneven or too large bed
When I use the MPC
were May, June and July
depths, or poor silo fan
system, will on farm sorting 2018. All treatments were
operation. The June
make me more money?
undertaken using
consignment, which was the
Consignment value = weight approximately 400-450kg of biggest month of supply
x SKR. The weight of
nut to ensure it was
recorded an average of 4.2%
saleable kernel in a
representative of real life
internal discolouration for the
consignment is fixed and
farming situations and to
2nd sort and store treatment.
can’t be increased as shown remove any bias. All samples This is compared to 1.2% for
in Figure 1.
were tested through the MPC the no sort and 0.7% for the
NIS lab and all prices
sort treatments (Table 3).
Example:
calculated from the MPC
Price
Unsorted: 1000kg NIS with
price table based on $5.40
33% saleable and 3% reject. NIS @ 33%SKR, 10%
The financial effects of the
Price $5.40/kg.
different treatments are
moisture.
summarised in Table 4. The
Total value = 1000kg x
Results
no sort treatment had the
$5.40 = $5400
Table 2 shows the kernel
lowest $/kg, with the 2nd sort
Sorted: remove 15kg of
recovery results. There was
and storage treatment having
purely reject NIS, reducing
only 0.7% variation in SKR
the highest $/kg figure. When
our reject by 0.5%. Now
between all treatments and
these $/kg amounts are
saleable has increased to
reject KR was 3.1% in the ‘no multiplied by the consignment
33.5% and reject has
sort’, 2.4% in the ‘sort’ and
weight, the income generated
reduced to 2.5%.
the ‘2nd sort and store’
is reversed i.e. the no sort
recorded reject of 3.2%.
New Price: $5.48 (0.5%
treatment generates the
Saleable Reject
increment @$5.40 is $0.08)
highest income. This is due to
KR %
KR %
the increased weight of crop
Total Value = 985kg x $5.48
No sort
32.3
3.1
delivered.
= $5400
Sort
32.4
2.4
Additionally, when the cost of
but what about the other
sorting labour and power is
2nd
sort
+
costs of wastage, labour,
32.9
3.2
storage
factored in (Assumed costs:
storage, less orchard time?
Table 2: Average kernel recoveries for the power $0.01/kg and sorting
THE NUTSHELL
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3 harvest rounds measured in this trial
during 2018.
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Price
$5.40/kg

Start
wt (kg)

Waste
(kg/t)

Consign.
wt (kg)

Avg
SKR
%

$/kg

Consign.
Value ($)

No sort

1000

0

1000

32.3

$5.29

$5,293

Sort

1000

10.5

989.5

32.4

$5.30

$5,246

Sorting
($/t)

Power
($/t)

Final
Price
($/t)

Difference
($/t)

$5,293
$60

$10

$5,176

-$117

2nd
$5.37
32.9
sort +
1000
16.2
983.8
$5,289
$120
$20
$5,149
-$144
storage
Table 4: Financial comparisons between treatments. Note for comparative purposes, all starting weights have been adjusted to
the same figure.

$0.06/kg), the difference in
dollars per tonne become
more substantial at -$117/t
for the ‘sort’ treatment and $144/t for the ‘2nd sort and
store’ treatment compared to
the no sort treatment.
Sorting costs are an
important consideration, for
while they may not be a direct
cost to the business if the
sorting is done in house,
there is still labour being
used, often at the expense of
other important orchard
operations i.e. often the
labour used to harvest is also
used for sorting.
Conclusion
The results of this trial
highlight some important
issues.
The volume of nut discarded
when sorting will generally
negate any increases in $/kg
price achieved by sorting nut.
Storage of nut on farm will
often lead to reduced quality,
which is why MPC encourage
growers to deliver nut as
soon as possible after
harvesting.
While sorting and electricity
are an additional business
cost, the real cost is in the
time that this takes growers
out of the paddock, where the
biggest improvements to
quality can be made.
Improvements to quality are
made in the orchard, not over
a sorting table.

THE NUTSHELL
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Harrows and their
use in macadamia
orchards

returns, improve general
orchard hygiene and to
improve the condition and
surface of the orchard floor.

There are some aspects of
their use that need to be
Harrows are utilised in other considered so you don’t end
up with problems – these are
cropping systems for things
such as pasture maintenance covered in the latter sections
of this article.
and incorporation or
spreading of fertilisers/
Two brands of harrows were
manures. In Macadamia
demonstrated on the day.
Orchards they have quite a
They were demonstrated on
different purpose altogether. two different orchard floor
Through the course of the
conditions - bare earth and
season standard orchard
grass under the tree canopy
operations will inevitably bury and were pulled along by a
some nut in the surface soil
zero turn mower. Specifics of
and/or grass cover. This nut if the harrows demonstrated
not harvested represents a
are:
direct economic loss to the
Farmtech Hackett Harrows
farmer. But what quantity is it
and can it be recovered? We • www.farmtech.com.au/
product/paddock-harrows/
ran a series of trials to see
what the results would be and • 6 foot Hacket Harrows
found running harrows in
(Paddock model)
these situations is proving to
• $650 ex GST
be very effective at bringing
this buried nut to the surface Redback Harrows
from either soil or ground
• www.redbackagri.com.au/
cover.
product/redback-atv-grassAlso, after heavy rainfall
harrows/
events that can be quite
erosive running the harrows • 6 foot Redback ATV
harrows
through the orchard rows is
an excellent way of evening
• $1225 ex GST
out localised ruts and hollows
etc. Such rainfall events can Watching the implements in
also bury nut under leaf litter action was very useful but
what is the value of them?
and surface soil and the
To that end MPC conducted
harrows are able to recover
on-farm trials during the 2018
this nut effectively.
harvest season with both
In short the use of harrows in brands of harrows.
macadamia orchards is being
shown to: improve yields and • The trials were carried out
John Allen, Grower Liaison Officer,
MPC
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Figure 3. Growers viewing the harrows and the results at the demonstration.

during the last harvest
round of the season.

each trial - based on the
2018 NIS price and also
varying sized farms.

Three separate farms and
both grassed and bare earth Results
pickup areas within the
The results shown are an
farms were chosen for
average of both brands. An
comparison.
average figure is provided
• Both brands of harrows
because there was not
versus a control (no
enough data available to
harrows) were compared.
make a definitive assessment
of one brand over the other.
• On-farm zero turn mowers
pulled the harrows in front
Irrespective of the above,
of the normal machine
both brands of harrows
harvesters. While pulling the trialled increased the amount
harrows the decks of the
of nuts that were recovered.
mowers were operating to
There was considerable
either cut the grass and or
mulch the leaf litter that was difference in the quantity of
nut recovered in each trial.
present.
This is due to differences in
• The results are shown in
orchard floor preparation for
Table 5, including an
things such as leaf litter,
economic value of the
exposed roots, grass height
quantity of nut recovered for and even-ness of the orchard
•

Orchard

1

2

3

Nut Harvested
Treatment
(kg NIS/ha)

No harrows
Grass
pickup area Harrows

31.6

Bare earth No harrows
pickup area Harrows

82

No harrows
Grass
pickup area Harrows

floor.
More nut was recovered from
the grassed trial sites than
bare earth. This variance can
be due to a number of factors
and highlights the need to
manage the orchard floor to
ensure effective harvesting. It
should also be noted while
this is a downside of grass,
the benefits delivered from
grass such as stopping
erosion are significant. In a
grass situation the use of
harrows provides more
potential to increase the
harvested crop.
Even where the lowest level
of nut was recovered the
results indicate that the
harrows will very quickly pay
for themselves. Depending
on the situation there is the
possibility that they will pay

Extra Nut Harvested
(kg NIS/ha)

TOTAL
VALUE/Ha
@ $5.60/
kg

10 Ha

20 Ha

49.5

$277

$2,769

$5,539

$13,846 $27,693

19.8

$111

$1,109

$2,218

$5,544

136.4

$764

$7,636

$15,271 $38,178 $76,356

81.1

101.8

50 Ha

100 Ha

$11,088

201.6
338

Table 5. A summary of the results from the Harrow Trials.
THE NUTSHELL
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for themselves in one harvest
round.
Key Findings
It is clear that harrows for
many macadamia farmers
have the potential to be a
very useful and necessary
implement to add to their
machinery list. Using them
even once per season over a
number of years will have a
good return on investment.
General recommendations
for harrow use are:
• 1 to 2 uses per harvest
season – e.g. after a heavy
rainfall event and or prior to
the last harvest round of the
season. Like anything there
can also be too much of a
good thing. Using them too
much during the season
(more than twice for
instance) may actually lead
to increased erosion
through their effect of
making the soil surface
“fluffy”. This “fluffy” surface
material as well as being
more vulnerable to erosion
may also result in nut being
buried and difficult to
harvest when it falls from
the tree. In grassed orchard
situations the ripping up of
the grass may result from
overuse.
•

They can be pulled behind
an ATV or a suitable zero
turn mower that has
adequate horsepower.
Growers find that pulling
them behind the zero turn
mower is extremely
beneficial as the harrows
bring the nut to the surface
and having the mower deck
operating at the same time
allows the grass and or leaf
litter to be mulched/cut at
the same time. Of course if
pulling the harrows with the
mower and/or ATV it is very
important to always be
conscious of what you are
THE NUTSHELL
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doing and for instance don’t time between the end of
try and reverse the mower/ harvest and the
ATV whilst towing them.
commencement of the next
seasons flowering and nutset.
• The use of harrows in areas
that have a high proportion This creates a very limited
window of opportunity to
of exposed roots is not
recommended as they may carry out major activities such
as canopy management and
get caught on the roots
orchard floor works. One
while been towed and this
option being explored by
would not be beneficial to
either the tree, machine or growers is the use of tree
shakers to end the harvest
operator.
season early. Figure 4
Conclusion
provides a graphical
Every orchard is different and representation of the potential
change.
so therefore the decision of
how often to use the harrows, Growers were fortunate
what brand to purchase etc. enough to be able to see a
will vary depending on the
demonstration of tree shaking
particular situation. It is
conducted on the large trees
highly advisable for any
at Summerland House Farm
growers prior to purchasing a by staff from Costi Farms
particular brand that they get using an OME tree shaker.
as much background
This machine had been
information as they can
effectively used in the 2018
through either watching them season to shake 50,000 trees
in action, discussions with
at Costi Farms and there is
growers whom have them
plans to shake more trees
and talking to one of the staff this season. Rob Griffith,
at MPC.
Operations Manager from
Costi farms said it had been a
process of trial and error to
Tree Shaking
Jim Patch, Grower Liaison Officer, get the best shake pattern
and ensure they did not
MPC
damage the trunk of the trees
There has been interest in
they were shaking.
recent years on ways to
reduce the ‘tail’ of the harvest Bill Johnstone, from
Johnstone farming Services
season. The reason being
provided a presentation on
that an extended harvest
season means there is limited the use of his new Sicma

Figure 4. The difference between current and a potential crop harvest pattern
using tree shaking.
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‘tree vibrator’ fitted to a
Telehandler that he intends to
use this season in his
Lismore area contracting
service. The power pack for
the machine was not
available on the day to
provide a practical
demonstration. Bill said his
plan is to use an Ethrel
application and shake system
- not on all varieties but on
those that have sticktight
issues. His reasoning is that
he doesn’t want to make the
peak of harvest larger, he is
aiming to cut-off the harvest
tail and allow himself time to
prune and also allow the
trees time to reset prior to the
next season.

used correctly. Older ‘high friction’ tree shakers have the
ability to remove large
sections of macadamia tree
bark that may be particularly
detrimental to tree health.

result of tree shaking.
Potential Benefits
There are many reasons
growers are evaluating tree
shaking to remove nuts from
their trees. These include:

The OME machine
demonstrated by Costi Farms • Remove nuts before they
start to deteriorate in quality
has a boom that
and hence value.
telescopically extends from
the side of the machine and
• Reduce the cost of repeated
clamps the padded and water small harvest rounds. When
cooled - low friction shaker
combined with Ethephon,
attachment to a tree base
the harvest may be
approx. 500mm from the
completed earlier and
ground. The tree is shaken
reduce the number of small
for approx. 3.5 seconds, after end of season harvest
which time the clamp
rounds.
releases and the arm retracts
• Reduce the length of the
before moving to the next
harvest period (shake todaytree for shaking. Five trees
harvest today) to free labour
Tree shakers have been
are shaken each minute with
for production enhancing
around for many years
the machine moving quickly
operations in the orchard
however older models used
down the tree row.
e.g. pruning, orchard floor
very crude adjustments to
A concern raised by growers
and water management.
generate the shake pattern
has been root damage to the
and could result in significant trees and it’s effect on tree
• Provide a break (extend the
damage to tree trunks. The
recovery period) for trees
performance. Research
modern designs have
between crops. This may
carried out in Bundaberg
evolved to a point where they measuring sap flow has
allow the tree to produce
are now less intrusive on the indicated that there is no
more consistent and larger
tree and damage may be
crops each year.
appreciable damage caused
almost a non-issue when
to the tree root system as a

Figure 5. Costi Farms tree shaker in action.

THE NUTSHELL
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• Clean

up stick-tight nuts to
gain value from otherwise
unsaleable retained nuts,
retained husk and dead
twigs.

• Remove

sticktights and
reduce the source of
inoculum for husk spot
infection – which could
reduce fungicide
applications.

Are there any draw backs
to using tree shakers?
These may include:• Shaking

too early – if the
trees are shaken too early
before the crop has fully
matured then high levels of
immaturity could be
produced.

Figure 6. Bill Johnstone’s tree shaker mounted to a Tele-handler

• Harvesting

and dehusking
capacity - a large volume of
crop will come down and you
will need to be able to
harvest and dehusk these in
a timely manner e.g. prior to
a rainfall event.

• Twigs

and dead wood will be
removed from the tree. The
harvester used must be able

to handle this material.
Generally a sweeper style
harvester will be required to
pick up this material.
• Tree

damage. A poorly
setup and operated shaker
has the potential to do
significant damage to bark
on a tree trunk. Also if the
sap and water flow in the
trunk is high, the bark can be
stripped.

• The

processor must be able
to receive a larger proportion
of the crop from the orchard
in a shorter time period. This
means clear communication
between growers and
processor is required to
ensure capacity is available.

Figure 7. Left - the orchard floor prior to harvesting and Right the orchard floor after harvesting.
THE NUTSHELL
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MPC Cleaning
System at HWNS
Kevin Quinlan, Supply Chain
Manager, MPC

With the use of sweeper style
harvesters increasing and the
likelihood of growers using
tree shakers, MPC has
installed a cleaning plant at
the House with no Steps that
can pre-clean deliveries to
remove sticks and leaf
material prior to dehusking.
This system is only available
to MPC suppliers and means
that deliveries which were
harvested by a sweeper style
harvester can now be
received through the facility.
The pre-cleaning system prior
to dehusking ties in with the
demonstration of tree shaking
– as large amounts of dead
wood, sticks and nut are
removed during shaking, the
need to be able to deal with
this material is required. A
system such as this will be
able to cope with the material
that comes down and
harvested. It is foreseeable
that growers who use shaking
on varieties with a long
harvest tail (eg A16) will
complete their early harvest
rounds with a finger wheel
harvester. For the harvest
round after shaking, the
services of a contractor with a
sweeper style harvester may
be utilised so that the product
can be easily harvested. This
product would then be
problematic to deal with in the
growers dehusking shed (due
to the high levels of trash)
and so the services of HWNS
would be utilised to clean and
dehusk this product.

Figure 8. The MPC Pre-cleaning plant at Summerland House Farm (top) and The
trash it has removed from the product (bottom).

Bundaberg especially to
demonstrate and present
information on tree shaking.

What has been the
effect of the driest
summer on record
on crop quality?

only 27.6mm for December
(average 118mm) 3.2mm for
January (average 143mm)
and 58mm for February
(128mm average).
Compounding this were the
hot temperatures
experienced that would have
also created additional stress
within the trees. So how has
that affected quality?

To answer this question, an
analysis of 2019 (year to date
This year the Northern Rivers (YTD)) compared to 2014 to
2018 (YTD) was undertaken.
has experienced its hottest
and driest summer on record. Please note that for the full
season the results may be
What effect has that had on
different, but this analysis will
quality? This is a common
provide an insight to the
MPC appreciates the
question being asked and
valuable input to the season while still early in the harvest overall trend.
Opening Day by all
season, it is worth reviewing The most notable impacts
presenters. A special thanks what we have seen to date.
this season are a lower total
to Costi Farms and their staff
kernel recovery (and
who travelled all the way from For Lismore, the rainfall was
THE NUTSHELL
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improve returns? To answer
these questions a small trial
was undertaken.
Two 5kg samples of 344 nuts
were collected from a farm.
The first sample was not
graded, while the second
sample was size graded into
3 nut in shell size ranges.
Table 6 provides a summary
of the results.
Kernel Recovery
The kernel recovery
increases with nut size.
Figure 9. Total Kernel Recovery (April year to date) for 2014 –2019. Note the lower TKR for
2019 and the record levels for 2018.

saleable) and the prevalence
of smaller nuts.
Key Facts
•

•

Total Kernel Recovery is
2.8% lower than the 20142018 average (Figure 8)
Reject Kernel Recovery is
1.1% lower than the 20142018 average

in contrast to what many
may have expected – after
such a dry summer there
was concern amongst many
growers that immaturity may
have been a significant
issue but luckily that has not
been the case. The
reduction in reject levels
has been across most
categories.

The Saleable Kernel
Nut size effect
Recovery is 1.7% lower
than the 2014-2018 average The Prevalence of many
smaller sized nuts this
• Based on the current
season has been particularly
notional price of $5.40/kg,
apparent in the varieties 344
this reduced level of
saleable kernel recovery is and 741. The effect of this on
reducing nut in shell prices reducing kernel recovery and
achieved by growers by an hence reducing the prices
achievable has made some
average of 28c/kg
growers consider removing
(equivalent to 5%).
the smaller sized nuts (18• The reduced reject levels
21mm range) to improve their
experienced this season are prices. But does this also
•

NIS Wt

% of
NIS

Ungraded
Size graded

5067.5

100.0%

28.5%

2.8%

31.3%

18-21mm

522.2

10.3%

19.5%

2.7%

21-23mm

1385.0

27.3%

27.2%

23+mm

3160.0

62.4%

TOTAL

5067.2

100.0%

Treatments

You will see that the smaller
nuts have a much lower
kernel recovery than the
larger nuts.
$/kg
The same trend as kernel
recovery is observed.
The dollar per kilogram price
also increases and changes
significantly as the nut size
increases.
Returns

While you may increase your
$/kg by removing the smaller
sized nut in shell, the returns
would be significantly
reduced. Table 7 provides the
impact of removing the
smaller nut size (18-21mm) .
There is 10.3% of nut in the
18-21mm category and 27%
in the 21-23mm category. If
you were to remove one or
both of these categories, the
$/kg figure would improve

Premium Commercial Saleable Reject KR
KR %
KR %
KR%
%

Price
($/kg)

Total Value

0.8%

$5.12

$25,955.74

22.2%

1.8%

2.3%

29.5%

0.7%

29.9%

3.7%

33.6%

0.3%

28.1%

3.2%

31.3%

0.6%

$3.63
$4.83
$5.50
$5.12

$1,897.15
$6,685.40
$17,373.68
$25,956.23

Table 6. The effect of different nut sizes on the price ($/kg) and total return achieved. Note the small variance in total value is due to
rounding.
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NIS Wt

% of
NIS

5067.5

100.0%

28.5%

2.8%

31.3%

0.8%

$5.12

$25,955.74

21-23mm

1385.0

27.3%

27.2%

2.3%

29.5%

0.7%

23+mm

3160.0

62.4%

29.9%

3.7%

33.6%

0.3%

TOTAL

4545.0

89.7%

29.1%

3.3%

32.4%

0.4%

$4.83
$5.50
$5.29

$6,685.40
$17,373.68
$24,059.08

Treatments
Ungraded

Premium Commercial Saleable Reject KR Price ($/
KR %
KR %
KR%
%
kg)

Total Value

Size graded

Table 2. The effect of removing smaller nut in shell (18-21mm). While the $/kg figure improves the Total Value is significantly reduced.

substantially but the income
you received would go down
significantly (see Table 2).

Shell Thickness
As part of this trial, we also
measured the shell thickness
by nut size. 10 nuts were
selected at random and had
their shell thickness
measured at the equatorial
plane of the nut. Table 8
summarise the average for
each category. Based on
these results it can be seen
that in a particular season the
shell thickness for variety 344
has not changed across all
nut size categories assessed.

Nut Size
18-21mm
21-23mm
23+mm

Average Shell
Thickness (mm)
2.5
2.6
2.5

Table 8. Nutshell thickness (mm) measured
at the equatorial plane by nut size for
variety 344.

Conclusion
This trial shows that nut size
is a significant driver to
achieving higher kernel
recoveries. In a season like
2019 the reduced kernel
recovery can be largely
attribute to the smaller nut
size produced – which was
driven principally by the
weather conditions
experienced.

drag the kernel recovery
results down, leaving them in
helps you to increase your
income.
One of our key messages
has been that while the $/kg
figure achieved is important,
it is really the return to farm
that is the most important
aspect to profitability. This is
made up of $/kg x weight (kg)
and focusing on only one
aspect will not achieve the
best return possible. To
achieve the best returns
possible quality is produced
in the paddock and can only
be preserved once harvested
(and not improved).

For Sale
Dehusking Plant
Full dehusking line, with Alstonville dehusker mounted on a Bill Farrell
system. Includes receival bin, elevator, dehusker, trommel, sorting
table, water sorter and husk blower
$4,000 + GST
Located Dunoon
Call Phil Randle on 0409 895 195

The trial also shows that
while the smaller nut does
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Macadamia Production Course
MPC is pleased to announce that we will once again be running the Macadamia
Production Course in conjunction with Alan Coates. There has been positive feedback
from last year’s course and we look forward to facilitating it again, as we believe it is
extremely valuable for our growers and industry to have a course of this calibre
available.
The course will cover all aspects of macadamia production – from selecting a site and
planting it out, right through to managing older orchards. As all of you have your farm
work to complete, we have split the sessions up so that there is only one class every
fortnight. This will also make it possible to have field visits that cover most aspects of
macadamia production – harvesting, dehusking, flowering and nutset, early nut
development and major orchard works such as soil profiling and pruning.
This year the course will comprise 6 sessions but held as three blocks of 2 days each,
with each block a fortnight apart. Each day will be a blend of theory and practical, with all
sessions being held on a Tuesday and Wednesday. The course is set to start on the 25
June 2019 and the last session will be the 21 August 2019. The classes will commence
at 8:30am and finish at 4pm. Each session will typically be a morning of theory and an
afternoon of practical in the field. The class dates and topics are listed below. Please
note the order of topics might change depending upon the weather.
This course is being offered by MPC at a cost of $250 (including GST) per person. This
is a significantly discounted price and the fee covers the cost of lunches and transport to
and from farms in the afternoon. As places are limited to 25 people per course, we ask
that you contact Jodie at MPC reception via phone 02 6624 3900 or
reception@mpcmacs.com.au to sign up. If there is sufficient demand, a second course
will be arranged.
This course is offered to all growers in the industry, not just MPC suppliers. If you
know a grower who might like to do the course, please let them know about the course.
2019 Course Dates
Session
1

Session
2

Session
3

25/06/2019

Course Outline, Industry background & Progress, tree characteristics,
varieties, site selection, orchard design.

26/06/2019

Nut quality, nut maturity, nut harvesting, storage & processing, understanding
Marketing.

16/07/2019

Pest & Disease management, Sprayer set up and coverage.

17/07/2019

Young tree establishment, management and pruning.

20/08/2019

Tree nutrition, soil health & fertilizer programs.

21/08/2019

Orchard floor, Erosion & canopy management, older orchard management.

Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without written permission
from Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publication is intended to provide general information only, and while all care has
been taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staff for any claim which may arise from any person acting in reliance on the
information setout in this publication.
Editorial Policy The editorial committee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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